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Please Help and Contact Me 

                Man Seriously Hurt by Dogs 

on Inverhuron Public Beach  

Sunday, July 20, 2014 

 

Looking for:  

 Couple with dog: Golden Lab 

                                     (female, 2 years old) 

 Couple with dogs: 

            Bernese mountain dog 

            and Boxer-type dog 

  

An elderly man was knocked over by the 

Golden Lab and the Boxer and his arm 

was seriously dislocated.  He has 

undergone 2 medical procedures and an 

operation.  He will need months of 

physiotherapy and may never recover 

the use of his arm.  

 

 

Attention: Inverhuron Ratepayers’ Association 

 

Regarding:  Personal Injury of John Cerven at Inverhuron Public Beach on Sunday, July 20, 

2014. 

This letter and account of events provides details of the personal injury suffered by John Cerven 

due to seasonal residents of the Inverhuron community who allowed their dogs to run off-leash 

on the public beach (of which there is a posted by-law prohibiting off-leash dogs) and caused a 

fall and severe injury resulting in several medical procedures at the Kincardine General Hospital 

and surgery at St. Joseph’s Health Centre in London, Ontario. 

 

Sunday, July 20, 2014; 4:30 pm:  

 John and Jeanette Cerven are renting a cottage at Inverhuron from David Cunnings (13 

Wellington St., Tiverton) 

 John Cerven is walking on Inverhuron Public Beach with his wife Jeanette Cerven.  They 

saw and spoke with an elderly couple (man/woman in 60’s) sitting in lawn chairs on the 

beach with their Golden Labrador Retriever (female, 2 yrs old) off-leash. 

 A second couple (man/woman in 30’s) with two dogs (Bernese Mountain Dog – 9 yrs 

old; Boxer – approx. 2 yrs. old) on-leash approached.  

 This couple let the Boxer off-leash, and subsequently, this dog and the Golden Lab began 

to chase each other vigorously and ran into the back of John Cerven’s legs causing him to 

flip air-born backwards and land with full weight on his left arm. 

 It was apparent immediately that John Cerven was injured as his arm was at an unnatural 

angle and he was in severe pain, and although the dog-owners commented that John 

needed to go to the hospital, they immediately took their dogs and left the scene without 

offering help or providing their names. 



 John Cerven proceeded to drive himself to Kincardine Hospital E.R. and was treated by 

Dr. Mike Ballentine.  John was given promofol anesthetic and the doctor attempted to 

realign the joints of his left wrist and apply a cast to his forearm. He also had a total of 6 

x-rays, which he copied onto a disk for John to take to St. Joseph’s hospital, because Dr. 

Ballentine determined that John needed to see an orthopedic doctor for further treatment. 

Dr. Ballentine personally made the appointment for John to see the specialist. 

 

Monday, July 28, 2014; 1:30 pm. St. Joseph’s Health Centre 

 Dr. Ken Faber determined that John Cerven needed additional x-rays (3) upon arrival 

and then determined his arm needed to be realigned in order to heal properly.  Dr. 

Myslik proceeded to administer a local anesthetic (3 needles) and performed a 30-

minute stretching/realigning procedure and a new cast applied.  

 A follow-up appointment was made for 10-days later. 

 

Wednesday, August 6, 2014; 11:30 am; St. Joseph’s Health Centre 

 Dr. Faber ordered x-rays (2) at the follow-up and determined that due to the injury 

being complicated and severe, it was still not set properly and surgery was 

immediately needed – otherwise John would never be able to rotate his wrist and 

would live in constant pain. 

 John was sent immediately to admitting (to surgery) for preparation. 

 

Thursday, August 7, 2014; 9:00 am; St. Joseph’s Health Centre 

 Dr. King (surgeon) performed a fully anaesthetized surgery on John Cerven where he 

implanted a metal plate with screws in his wrist in order to set the joints straight and 

hopefully recover mobility in his wrist. 

 Yet another cast was applied to John Cerven’s arm and a follow-up appointment 

made for August 25, 2014. 

 

The experience of 2 alignment procedures followed by full surgery in a short 3-week period 

has caused great trauma, pain, stress, and anxiety to John Cerven.  His life has come to a full 

stop.  He is a homeowner, renovator and gardener and is completely incapable of completing 

even simple daily tasks.  Due to pain, he can only sleep for a few hours in a row and this is 

affecting his health in many ways. It is also an unknown as to whether he will ever recover 

full use of his left arm. 

This unfortunate incident is a civil insurance matter as it is unclear whether John Cerven will 

need ongoing physiotherapy and living assistance.   

 


